PRIX EUROPA 1995 - AWARDS

PRIX EUROPA TV FICTION

★ PRIX EUROPA
Television Programme of the Year 1995
GO NOW
United Kingdom, Andrew Eaton (production)
by Paul Powell, Jimmy McGovern (authors) and Michal Winterbottom (director)

★ PRIX EUROPA SPECIAL
Donated by the Standing Conference of Local and Regional Authorities at the Council of Europe.
THREE DAYS IN APRIL / DREI TAGE IM APRIL
Germany, Süddeutscher Rundfunk (production)
by Oliver Storz (author and director)

★ SPECIAL COMMENDATIONS
THE FIGHT OF THE QUEENS / LE COMBAT DES REINES
Switzerland, Télévision Suisse Romande / Caméra Continentale, Crittin and Thiébaud (production)
by Catherine Hertault (author) and Pierre-Antoine Hiroz (author and director)

GIRL WITH A BOOK / LA JEUNE FILLE AU LIVRE
France, INA / La Sept-Arte / Radio France (production)
by Michel Beretti (author) and Jean Louis Comolli (director)

THE SANDCASTLE / HRAD Z PÍSKU
Czech Republic, Suzana Zemanová (production)
by Anna Vorsová (author)

PRIX EUROPA NON-FICTION

★ PRIX EUROPA
Television Programme of the Year 1995
LEST WE FORGET / CONTRE L'OUBLI
France, France 2 and Taxi Productions (production)
by William Karel (author and director), Jean-Charles Deniau and Philippe Alfonsi

★ PRIX EUROPA SPECIAL
Donated by the European Parliament
STERNBURG - BEER STRUGGLE IN THE EAST / STERNBURG - BIERKAMPF IM OSTEN
Germany, Filmproduktion Ulrich Weis (production)
by Ulrich Weis (author and director)

★ PRIX EUROPA SPECIAL PRIZE
Donated by the Council of Europe
LEST WE FORGET / CONTRE L'OUBLI
France, France 2 and Taxi Productions (production)
by William Karel (author and director), Jean-Charles Deniau and Philippe Alfonsi
**SPECIAL COMMENDATIONS**

**THE CAMPAIGNERS / DIE WAHLKÄMPFER**  
Austria, Allegro Film (production)  
by Helmut Grasser (authors and directors) and Hubert Canaval (author)

**STATE OF WEIGHTLESSNESS / STAN NIEWAŻKOŚCI**  
France & Poland, Studio Filmowe Logos, ARD Productions (production)  
by Maciej Drygas (author and director)

**THE SHELTER / PENSIONATET**  
Denmark, Danmarks Radio - DR, TV-Factual Programmes Department (production)  
by Per Wennick (author)

**PRIX EUROPA**

**Television Programme of the Year 1995**

**HEARTS & MINDS**  
United Kingdom, David Wimbury / Tara Prem (production)  
by Jimmy McGovern (author) and Stephen Whittakker (director)

**PRIX EUROPA SPECIAL**

**LANDS OF ASYLUM / TERRES D'ASILE**  
France, France 3/ INA/ 13 Production (production)  
by Axel Clevenot (author and director)

**SPECIAL COMMENDATIONS**

**THE POLITICIANS WIFE**  
United Kingdom, Neal Welsman/ Jeanna Polley (production)  
by Paula Milne (author) and Graham Theakston (director)

**AT ALL COSTS / COUTE QUE COUTE**  
France, Serge Lalou / Richard Copans (production)  
by Claire Simon (author and director)

**THE KINGDOM / RIGET**  
Denmark Radio, Sveriges Television, Zentropa, NFTVF, WDR, Arte, The Coprod. Office, Greco (production)  
by Lars von Trier (author and director), Niels Vorsel (author) and Morten Arnfred (director)

**PRIX EUROPA TV EXTRA**

**PRIX EUROPA**

**Television Programme of the Year 1995**

**WISE UP**  
United Kingdom, Mick Robertson and Jan Leventhall (production)  
by Julian Kemp (director)

**PRIX EUROPA SPECIAL**

**EIGHT AND A HALF / ÅTTE & 1/2**  
Norway, NRK (production)  
by Lars Toverud, Peter Rosenlund, Vibeke Ringen, Morten Tyldum (directors)
★ PRIX EUROPA SPECIAL PRIZE  All Different, All Equal
CLOSE UP - A TRAGEDY WITH A HAPPY ENDING / CLOSE UP - EN TRAGEDIE MED EN LYKKEGLIG SLUTNING
Denmark, Cecilie Olrik and Peter Gren Larsen (production)
by Cecilie Olrik, Peter Gren Larsen (authors) and Lasse Spang Olsen director

★ SPECIAL COMMENDATION
NOT THE SAME ANNA / EN ANNEN ANNA
Norway, NRK (production)
by Pia Lykke, Harald Dal, Kathrin Nordby (authors) and Karin Julsrud (director)